**DISCUSSION NOTES**  
**CAMPUS COMMUNITY COUNCIL**  
**FRIDAY, JULY 13, 2012**  
**4:00 – 5:00 p.m. – 203 Mrak Hall**

**Member Attendees** (all attended in person, no attendees by phone): Gloria Alvarado, Linda Bisson, Ellen Bonnel, Jordan Carroll, James Cubbage, Karl Engelbach, Emily Galindo, Dianne Gregory, Ralph Hexter, Linda Katehi, Shaun Keister, Rob Kerner, William Lacy, John Meyer, Rahim Reed, Ramak Siadatan, Maureen Stanton, Patricia Turner.

**Absent:** Yena Bae, Ethan Evans, Ted Hillyer, Harris Lewin, Lyn Lofland, Bruno Nachtergaele, Charles Nichols, Claire Pomeroy, Peter Siegel, Rebecca Sterling, John Vohs, Dan Wilson.

**Delegates:** Babette Schmitt (attending on behalf of Pete Siegel)

**Attending Non-Members:** Amy Pereira

**Guests:** Gary Sandy, Joe Krovoza, Rochelle Swanson, Kelly Stachowicz

**June 18, 2012 Discussion Notes Approved**

**Discussion Highlights:**

1. **Communication with the City Leaders:**
   a. Joe Krovoza, City of Davis Mayor and Rochelle Swanson Davis Mayor Pro Tem, attended the meeting to discuss ways in which UC Davis and the City of Davis can collaborate to support a stronger partnership between the university and the city.
   i. Police Collaboration
      1. In an effort to help develop a better relationship with students, it was suggested that the City of Davis Police department and the University Police department collaborate effectively and consistently keep order on campus and in the broader community.
      2. Joint training sessions
      3. Consistency in issuing citations
   ii. Citing underage drinking
      1. Establish a system, within our Student Judicial Affairs unit, to handle non-academic issues.
         a. Student Affairs will lead the effort in establishing a group to look at expanding the Student Judicial Affairs unit to include a committee that will address non-academic misconduct.
         i. Create consistent processes for submitting, investigating and responding to allegations of Non-Academic Misconduct, while maintaining a safe environment for all.
         ii. Invite individuals from the law school and a local judge, who oversees UCDavis trials, to participate in the discussion group.
   iii. Citizen Complaints
      1. Noise complaints are, by far, the most frequent complaint from Davis citizens.
         a. Drinking/parties
         b. Students keep different hours
i. Suggestion: When students are going to have a party, they should distribute flyers door-to-door to neighbors. Including a contact number will allow citizens to notify students of noise complaints, prior to calling the police.

ii. Davis Neighbors Night Out – (October 7, 2012) an opportunity for students to engage with their neighbors in a positive way.

iii. Work with the Greek Community to get information out to students about living within the community and respecting neighbors.

iv. Minor Alcohol Ordinance
   1. UCD Government Relations office will create a group to work with the city to address the Minor Alcohol Ordinance within the city limits.
      a. Group will consist of representatives from the following groups:
         i. Students
         ii. UCD Fire Department
         iii. UCD Police Department
         iv. Student Affairs
         v. Academic Senate (advising group)
         vi. Provost office
         vii. Government Relations
   2. Things to consider when addressing the issue of underage drinking
      a. Messages are better received from peers
      b. Campus Recreation is a good avenue to communicate through
      c. Message needs to address moderation
      d. Message should be embedded in Health & Wellness literature
      e. Better communicate the available programs that the Health & Wellness center offer regarding alcohol consumption.

2. CFO Proposal
   a. Feedback from the review of the CFO proposal
      i. A document, describing the decision making process behind a new CFO position vs. hiring outside consultants, will allow more insight into the need for the position.
      ii. There needs to be a reasonable need, that is easily understood by everyone:
         1. It is cost effective for the campus
         2. The UC system now has more decentralized control, requiring more fiscal management at the campus level.
         3. We need expertise to move to a new model of budgeting
         4. We need someone who is accountable to the university.

Action Items:
1. UCD Student Affairs office will lead the effort in establishing a group to discuss the expansion of the Student Judicial Affairs unit, designed to handle non-academic issues.
2. UCD Government Relations office will create a group to work with the city to address the Minor Alcohol Ordinance within the city limits.
3. Invite a member from the Davis City Council to regularly attend the Campus Community Council meetings. Each quarter the discussions will pertain to Davis community involvement, but the Davis Council member would have a standing invitation to attend all meetings.